Abstract: Positioning of mobile objects that require communication with some kind of online service application is a very challenging task. Proper positioning with minimal deviation is an important mobile service system (MSS), e.g. taxi service used in this paper. It will perform all tasks for the users and reduce the overall travel distance. This paper is focused on the development of an algorithm that will find the optimal position for an MSS object and upgrade the system quality using uncertain data clustering. If the best position for the MSS is found, then the response time is short, and the system tasks could also be performed in usable time. The improved bisector pruning method is used for clustering stored data of mobile service system objects to provide the best position of system objects. As the best position of MSS objects, we use cluster centres. Using clustering, the total expected distance from end users to the service system is minimal. Therefore, the MSS is more efficient and has more time to fulfil additional tasks at the same time.
INTRODUCTION
The Mobile Service System (MSS) stores large amount of data during time. However, it is not always on time and can therefore be uncertain. To extract certain data from a large amount of uncertain data is a challenging task [1, 2] . Various methods are proposed to extract useful information from uncertain data such as improved bisector pruning [3] , MinMax pruning [4, 5] and Voronoi pruning [6, 7] . Clustering is used to find mutually similar objects which are near to the cluster centre and add them to the same cluster. All objects in the same cluster will have a minimized total expected distance to the cluster centre. It can be concluded that MSS will locate its objects near to or in the cluster centre. Many clustering algorithms are used to track mobile devices and objects [8, 9] .
Object location uncertainty is represented as an uncertainty region [10] . Mathematically, it is explained as a Probability Density Function (PDF). In this paper, a taxi service location is presented in 2D dimensions with a 2D uncertainty. We could represent uncertainty with Gaussian distributions [8] whose density function is exponentially dropping and, finally, the probability density outside the observed region will be zero. In the mobile system, each object can be bounded by a finite 2D region. The 2D bounding region size is defined using the maximum speed of the object and time from the last data update. Clustering time of MSS data should be short to perform real time applications. Expected distances (ED) calculation is a challenging task and takes most of the computational time in the clustering process [11, 12] . Each PDF is represented by numerous sample points [10] and the expected distance calculation requires a lot of computational power. For each sample, the distance to cluster centre is calculated, which makes the computational costs high [13] . In [4] [5] [6] , different algorithms for cluster pruning are presented. These pruning algorithms avoid many ED calculations and reduce the execution time. In this paper, we use pruning algorithms to eliminate some clusters as candidate clusters without ED calculations. To eliminate such clusters as candidates for an object, some other clusters should be closer.
SURVEY OF EXISTING METHODS
An object location can pose existential uncertainty and value uncertainty. An object is existentially uncertain if it is uncertain whether that object exists. Mobile service system object has a probability value that shows the confidence of its existence [9] . Query evaluation and database management on probabilistic databases is explained in [1] . In value uncertainty, the object is known to exist, but the object's value is uncertain. Because of value uncertainty, the object's location is not precise and such objects are called uncertain objects. Uncertain objects are modelled as a minimum bounding region (MBR), which bounds all possible location values. In [2] , [8, 9] , MBR is described by a PDF. In this paper, clustering objects with value uncertainty, such as location uncertainty, are studied. Cluster analysis is used to minimize the total squared distance from objects to cluster centres. Distance can be measured, for example a city block distance [15] , Minkowski distance [16] , Euclidian distance, etc.
Data uncertainty is represented by a probability density function, which is represented by sets of sample values, and a large number of samples that are needed to improve the accuracy. The distance is calculated between all object samples and the computational cost is higher than in the simple distance calculation where there is only one sample [10] . In the basic clustering algorithm UK-means, the expected distance (ED) is calculated from all objects to all clusters which is ineffective [13] . MinMax pruning and Voronoi pruning methods are significantly more effective than the UK-means method. In Voronoi pruning, the geometric structure of Rm is observed because of using Voronoi diagrams [17] . These methods can be combined with SDSA [18] . The SDSA method is used for segmentation of a data set area into smaller parts. Then, pruning methods are used for efficient cluster pruning in those parts. By synthesizing these methods with the SDSA method, the new method acquires the best pruning qualities taken from the two synthesized methods.
Before describing the methods, some definitions should be explained. Uncertain objects are data collections O = {o1,..., o n } in space R m with m dimensions. The distance between objects has to be more than zero. The probability density function for each point inside the MBR in an m dimensional space R m is greater than zero. The probability density function for all points inside the MBR is calculated using the following formula:
From object o i to point y inside the bounding region, the expected distance is calculated using the following formula: The bounded region Ai is finite with defined borders and f i (x) = 0 for all points outside the bounding region. The clustering process is used to find a set of cluster points C = {c 1 ,..., c m } and all relations between all Mobile service system objects and clusters h:{1,..., n}→{1,..., m}. For these relations, the total expected distance from Mobile service system objects to the assigned centre should be minimal. In the MinMax pruning method, the minimum bounding rectangle MBR is used to prune cluster candidates without the expected distance calculation. The MBR is the smallest rectangle that is equal to the finite region as shown in Fig. 1 .
Using MBR and inexpensive Euclidian distance calculations, some clusters are pruned as candidates for an object. Thus, the expected distances from those clusters to the object are not computed. For each object, the minimum, maximum and smallest among all maximum distances are defined:
It is obvious that the minimum distance between object and cluster is smaller and the maximum distance is larger than the expected distance from an object to a cluster, as shown in the following formula:
If it is satisfied:
Without computing the expected distances, cluster c p is removed from object o i , the ED is not calculated, and the execution time is shortened. In the Voronoi pruning method, unlike MinMax pruning, the geometric structure of R m is observed, which means that spatial relationships between clusters are considered. With a set of clusters C = {c 1 ,..., c k }, space R m is divided into k cells with the following property:
The next step in the iteration process after constructing Voronoi diagrams is Voronoi cell pruning as shown in Fig.  2 . It is checked whether MBR i of object oi is completely inside Voronoi cell V(c j ). If that condition is satisfied, object o i can be allocated to cluster c j and there is no need for ED computation because all other clusters are pruned. Fig. 2 shows that MBR 2 of object o 2 is completely inside Voronoi cell V 3 , thus object o 2 is assigned to cluster c 3 . However, MBR 1 is particularly inside Voronoi cell V 3 and object o 1 cannot be assigned to cluster c 3 . For remaining objects that are not allocated to any cluster, the expected distance must be calculated. 
IMPROVED BISECTOR PRUNING
The Improved Bisector Pruning algorithm has properties of Voronoi and Bisector pruning methods. It is used to upgrade these methods using their advantages and removing shortcomings [6, 7] . Bisectors are boundaries of Voronoi diagrams, and they can be calculated after Voronoi diagrams were constructed, as a small additional calculation cost. Bisector pruning properties are used together with the properties of the Voronoi method [7] . The Improved Bisector algorithm does not construct Voronoi diagrams, i.e. it only calculates bisectors using Eq. (10) which is a significant improvement to Voronoi diagrams construction. Bisector is a line which is perpendicular to and cq line. Between each cluster pair c p and c q, we need to calculate B p/q using the following formulae: In Fig. 3 , the principles of cluster pruning are explained. All points on the border of MBR 2 are mathematically checked using bisector pruning to see whether they are on the same bisector side as candidate cluster c 3 . Coordinate x c3 of cluster c 3 and coordinate x o2 from points on the border on MBR 2 are used in bisector pruning calculation to obtain points y bc3 and y bo2 . In Fig. 3 , we can see that the observed object o 2 and candidate cluster c 3 are on the same half plain of bisector B 3/1 space. The obtained projection y bc3 is lower than projection y c3 , and projection y bo2 is lower than projection y o2 of point on the border of MBR 2 . On the other hand, in Fig. 4 , projection y bc3 is higher than projection y c3 , and projection y bo2 is higher than projection y o2 . These steps are repeated for all border peak points on MBR 2 . Cluster c 1 is removed from object o 2 only if all points on the border meet the condition. After all cluster pairs are compared with some objects, many clusters will be removed and only few clusters will stay as cluster candidates for which ED will be calculated. Voronoi diagrams methods remove all clusters apart from one. In this situation, the expected distance is calculated for all cluster pairs. To improve its properties, this method is combined with the Bisector Pruning method. These combined methods avoid many ED calculations. The Improved Bisector Pruning algorithm is described in [6] .
EXPERIMENTS
In these experiments, the taxi mobile service system in the city of Osijek is experimented as MSS. We collected data for four months. These data are mined and pruned to establish the best position for taxi vehicles. All data are clustered using the Improved Bisector Pruning method. Without our data collection and clustering, taxi vehicles would be positioned at random locations and the arrival time to the end user would take longer. Clustering is used to save costs and reduce the distance travelled by taxi vehicles. All collected data about MSS are used to calculate proper cluster centres and locate a taxi in those centres. It is proved that vehicles, which are positioned in the cluster centre, will complete the end user task faster than vehicles positioned at random locations.
Figure 5 Spherical geo -coordinates representation
We conducted many experiments to prove that clustering existing data about the taxi service will improve the reaction time and reduce the travelled distance. In the conducted experiments, distance from cluster centres to designated tasks is measured. That distance is compared to random distance in which taxi vehicles were located without clustering the end user tasks. Taxi positions are presented in geo-coordinates system, where φ is the Earth latitude, λ is the Earth longitude and r radius of the Earth as shown in Fig. 5 .
The clustering algorithm uses Cartesian coordinates which were converted from spherical coordinates [19] using the following formulae: 
Conversion to Cartesian coordinates was made on spherical coordinates of the city of Osijek [20] . The converted Cartesian coordinates are shown in Fig. 6 . 
Experiment with Fifteen Clusters
The experiment used data about the taxi service system in the city of Osijek. Data are clustered using fifteen clusters. Each cluster centre has been assigned a number of taxi vehicles whose number is dependent on the number of tasks around the cluster area. Fifteen cluster centres are shown in Fig. 7 using red circles.
In Tab. 1, the number of tasks for each cluster centre is shown. Most of the tasks are positioned in the cluster centre No. 10, and the taxi system should position more taxi vehicles in that area than in other cluster centres as shown in Tab. 1. On the other hand, the smallest number of tasks is positioned around cluster centre No. 1, and the taxi system should position less vehicles in that area. Each cluster centre will position a suitable number of taxi vehicles depending on its load. Cluster centres are named in an orderly way from the left side of the image to the right side of the image. Efficiency of the taxi service is higher because taxi vehicles are positioned effectively.
Taxi vehicles are positioned in the cluster centres and it is certain that the total travelled distance from MSS to end users which use the taxi service is minimal. Clustering improves the efficiency and the travelled distance can be reduced by almost 50%, compared to the travelled distance by a taxi service in which clustering is not used. 
Experiment with Nine Clusters
The experiment used data about the taxi service system in the city of Osijek. Data are clustered using nine clusters. Each cluster centre has been assigned a number of taxi vehicles whose number is dependent on the number of tasks around the cluster area. Nine cluster centres are shown in Fig. 8 using red circles. In Tab. 2, the number of tasks for each cluster centre is shown. Most of the tasks are positioned in cluster centre No. 6, and therefore more taxi vehicles should be positioned in that area than in other cluster centres as shown in Tab. 2. On the other hand, the smallest number of tasks is positioned around cluster centre No. 1, and the taxi system should position less vehicles in that area. Each cluster centre will position a proper number of taxi vehicles depending on its load. Cluster centres are named in an orderly way from the left side of the image to the right side of the image. Efficiency of the taxi service is higher because taxi vehicles are positioned effectively. The total travelled distance in this scenario is reduced up to 40%. 
Experiment with Five Clusters
In the experiment we used data about the taxi service system in the city of Osijek. Data are clustered using five clusters. Each cluster centre has been assigned a number of taxi vehicles whose number is dependent on the number of tasks around the cluster area. Nine cluster centres are shown in Fig. 9 using red circles. In Tab. 3, the number of tasks for each cluster centre is shown. Most of the tasks are positioned in cluster centres No. 2 and 3. Consequently, more taxi vehicles should be positioned in that area than in other cluster centres as shown in Tab. 3. In this experiment, all existing data about mobile service system responses in the city of Osijek were divided into five clusters. Depending on the number of tasks that are needed to be accomplished, and which surround the cluster area, in each cluster centre a suitable number of vehicles should be located. Cluster centres are shown in Fig. 9 . The total travelled distance is reduced by almost 35%, compared to the travelled distance by a taxi service which does not use clustering.
Figure 9
Taxi service of five cluster centres The experiments show that if we use more cluster centres, the total expected distance will be more reduced. However, the number of clusters is limited because it is not an easy task to find suitable locations for cluster centres in certain locations in the city of Osijek. Some city areas are not suitable for maintaining the taxi service system. Therefore, it is necessary to find a compromise between the number of clusters and suitable areas.
FUTURE WORK
In the future, we will improve our data collection of taxi service data to get better calculations. In addition, we will try to collect more samples for geographical data to represent one uncertain object. These samples are used to calculate the probability density function. This will help us achieve better accuracy to locate a task in a certain sample. The database will incorporate end user tasks for the taxi service in each sample. Sample number of tasks will be stored in the database, and the probability density function will be calculated using the number of tasks. It will help us to precisely predict end user demands for the taxi service.
Prediction will reduce the time and the travelled distance to end user task. Cluster centres with the highest task density will present the most demanding challenge for the taxi service (MSS). Our prediction model will ensure that MSS can deploy taxi vehicles in cluster centres and effectively accomplish end user tasks. Tasks are dependent on various unexpected events, such as accidents, football games, concerts, etc. but unexpected situations will affect these regular predictions.
In future research, our goal is to predict unexpected events and adjust to them. We will conduct experiments and simulate the unexpected events where the end user tasks are dramatically increased and changed with respect to locations. The new prediction model should change the system behaviour in unexpected situations and reduce maintenance costs and increase reliability.
CONCLUSION
It is very important to choose the best position for vehicles in MSS. To find the best position, we used the Improved Bisector Pruning method. This method clusters previously collected data about MSS to find the best position for taxi vehicles. Cluster centres are used to minimise the total travelled distance which taxi vehicles should travel to the end user tasks. The first experiment used fifteen clusters, the second used nine clusters and the third experiment used five clusters. In the first experiment, extreme distance reduction of 50% was accomplished due to the larger number of clusters, and proximity of taxi vehicles to the tasks. Some city areas are not suitable for maintaining the taxi service system. Accordingly, it is necessary to find a compromise between the number of clusters and suitable areas. Our experiments proved that clustering improves the effectiveness of MSS and the time for accomplishing the tasks. MSS taxi vehicles are closer to end user tasks and can take on more tasks at the same time. Taxi vehicles are positioned in cluster centres which enables them to minimize the distance and the travel time to designated tasks. The travelled distances are reduced by almost 50% in the first experiment which is a significant improvement. Also, the MSS can deal with more tasks and offer service quality to their users. We will try to include additional parameters in our model and use the model for other mobile systems to significantly improve their quality of service.
